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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 Forty years on, Singapore continues to be the “Houston of Asia”, one of the major 

oil trading and refinery hubs in the world. 

 

 Between 2003 and mid-2016, 90 per cent of greenfield investment in the “Singapore 

– Johor – Riau Islands Triangle” was concentrated in Singapore. At US$39 bn, this 

represented the lion share of the total investment volume of US$44 bn. Johor 

attracted 9 per cent, while Riau Islands only 1 per cent of the investments. 

 

 Due to the abundance of land and low labour costs, Johor was able to attract foreign 

direct investment in offshore equipment and storage facilities, mostly from 

Singapore-based firms. 

 

 The current flagship project in Johor, the Pengerang Integrated Petroleum Project 

PIPC, aims to foster downstream activities and attract investments worth US$27 bn 

in an area three times the size of Jurong Island. 

 

 At present, only Petronas is constructing a refinery and petrochemical complex 

(RAPID project). However, further large and long term investments will only be 

made if business conditions in Malaysia continuously improve, and if the global 

demand in the overly competitive sector accelerates. 

 

 Additionally, Johor’s success significantly depends on its “strategic coupling” with 

Singapore. If Singapore-based firms expand their investment and expertise over the 

border, collaborations in high value-added activities will foster economic 

development in Johor. 

 

* Javier Revilla Diez was Visiting Fellow at ISEAS - Yusof Ishak Institute from 1 December 

2017 to 28 February 2018. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In sharp contrast to worldwide scepticism concerning an economic development model 

based on fossil fuels, the last years have seen a rapid increase in investment in oil and gas 

related activities in Singapore, Johor, and Riau Islands. For example, a Petronas-led 

consortium is building a new petrochemical complex in Pengerang (Johor) with an 

envisaged investment of US$27 bn. Likewise, in Singapore, the first LNG terminal was 

launched in 2014 (S$1.7 bn) and another is planned between 2025 and 2030 with a total 

investment of over S$2 bn.1  

 

Against this background, not much research has been conducted to analyse the functional 

division of labour in the oil and gas industry within the cross-border region between 

Singapore and Johor. This Perspective aims to fill that gap. It examines whether 

multinational firms are strategically making use of the different factor endowments in close 

proximity, or whether the different territories are trying to compete with each other to attract 

foreign direct investment.  

 

The objective of this Perspective is twofold. First, it presents an analysis of the role of 

foreign direct investment in helping Singapore evolve into one of the world leading oil 

trading and refinery hubs; and second, it discusses Johor’s ambitious plans to establish itself 

as a new centre for petrochemicals and offshore equipment. For this research, the fDi 

Markets database has been used. It contains information on cross-border greenfield 

investment projects worldwide for the period between January 2003 and July 2016.2 In 

addition, nineteen representatives of the oil and gas industry were interviewed. 

 

A brief description of the oil and gas production chain is vital. Basically, it consists of a 

series of distinct but inter-related activities that are broadly organized into three main value 

chain segments, namely: upstream (exploration and extraction); midstream (transport, 

storage, wholesale); and downstream (refining and processing industry) (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: The Oil and Gas Value Chain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Own illustration, based on: Quintiq, 2018. “Oil & Gas” Paris: Dassault Systèmes. 

http://www.quintiq.com/industries/oil-and-gas-planning.html <Accessed 5 March 2018>. 

http://www.quintiq.com/industries/oil-and-gas-planning.html
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SINGAPORE’S OUTSTANDING POSITION – STILL GOING STRONG 

 

Even though it does not have its own oil and gas resources, Singapore has been successful 

in establishing itself as – what Doshi (1989)3 called – the “Houston of Asia”, with respect 

to the city-state’s rise to one of the major oil trading and refinery hubs of the world.4 5 6 In 

2016, the oil and gas sector - including the industrial sector’s petroleum, petrochemicals, 

specialty chemicals and marine and offshore equipment - employed 84,166 workers 

(representing 22 per cent of all manufacturing employment) and generated a total output of 

S$77 bn (or 28 per cent of total manufacturing output). Today, the crude oil refining 

capacity stands at 1.5 mn b/d, mainly produced by three major players: Royal Dutch Shell; 

ExxonMobil; and Singapore Refining Company (SRC, a joint venture between PetroChina 

and Chevron).7 

 

The early investment made by big oil companies during the 1960s and 1970s in oil refineries 

helped the young country gain credibility as an investment destination. In the following 

years, the refineries added further substantial investments in upstream and downstream 

activities, strengthening Singapore’s position as the “Houston of Asia”, a title it holds until 

today. Over the years, Singapore became: 

 

 The leading oil and gas equipment and service hub with two local giants, Keppel 

Offshore and Marine and Sembcorp {floating production, storage and offloading 

(FPSOs) conversions and construction of off-shore jack-up rigs}; and several global 

firms in oil and gas equipment and service firms like Baker Hughes, Halliburton, 

Schlumberger, TechnipFMC, and Abel Engineering.8 

 

 One of the largest petrochemical hubs in the world with nearly a hundred oil and 

gas, petrochemical, and specialty chemical firms in Jurong Island, the centrepiece 

of Singapore’s petrochemical complex. Until now, Jurong Island has attracted over 

US$40 bn worth of investment.9 

 

 An important trading and financial hub based on independent storage capacities 

(around 12 mn cbm). In addition, the Platts FOB Singapore was introduced as a 

benchmark for all FOB Singapore product trades, thereby anchoring the oil trade in 

the country. Also, brokers like Morgan Stanley introduced new financial products 

providing liquidity and financing future projects.10 

 

 And a world class research hub in oil and gas, comprising the Maritime Research 

Centre (since 2001), the Centre for Offshore Research and Engineering (since 2003) 

and the Marine and Offshore Technology Centre of Innovation (since 2007).11 By 

2019, the Technology Centre for Offshore and Marine Singapore will also be 

completed.12 

 

Overall, it can be said that since the 1960s, Singapore has been successful in creating a well-

functioning “ecosystem” for up-, mid- and downstream activities in the oil and gas industry. 

During this time, the state played an indispensable role in facilitating foreign investment 

into the nation. More recently, the Jurong Island Version 2.0 initiative aims at fostering 

innovative solutions to overcome the challenges of limited land, energy, and raw materials13 
14 by focussing on higher-value added activities, such as those related to specialty chemicals 

(major input in textile, automotive and agriculture).15 
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The latest figures on foreign investment clearly demonstrate that Singapore is still very 

attractive and far ahead of its neighbouring countries. From 2003 until mid-2016, 

investments worth US$39 bn (90 per cent of the greenfield investments in the SIJORI 

growth triangle) were made in Singapore. Less than 10 per cent of the projects reached Johor 

(worth US$4.3 bn), and only 1 per cent Riau Islands (US$1.1 bn). Interestingly, Singapore 

has been able to attract investments along the whole value chain, including R&D; sales and 

marketing; headquarter and business services; logistics; and even production (up- and 

downstream). During the same interval, Johor was able to attract investment in production 

(especially for marine and offshore equipment) and storage capacity, while Riau Islands 

specialized in logistics (e.g. oil storage) and exploration due to the proximity to the Natuna 

oil and gas reservoir. 

 

 

JOHOR – READY FOR TAKE-OFF? 

 

In the entire region, Johor stands out due to the ambitious development plans carried out at 

the national and regional levels. The province plays a central role in Malaysia’s Economic 

Transformation Program aimed at transforming the nation’s status to a high-income country 

by 2020. Johor is expected to: 

 

 Be developed as a regional oil and gas storage and trading hub;  

 

 Make Malaysia the most important node for oil field services by attracting major 

international oil field service firms; and  

 

 Increase petrochemical output in the region.  

 

These goals have also been integrated in the development plan of Iskandar Malaysia. In its 

Comprehensive Development Plan II (2014-2025), Iskandar Malaysia aims “to develop an 

environmental friendly petrochemical and oil and gas cluster”, and stresses the importance 

of being close to Singapore’s petrochemical complex on Jurong Island (Iskandar Malaysia 

2014, S. 4.13). The oil and gas sector is one of the core economic drivers of Johor’s 

economy, generating RM19 bn and RM2.8 bn value added, and employing 35,446 workers 

(18 per cent of total employment in manufacturing) in 2011.16 
 

In Johor, the oil and gas activities are located in Tanjung Bin, Pasir Gudang, Tanjung 

Langsat and Pengerang (Figure 2).  

 

Tanjung Bin at the southwest of Johor was established as a free trade zone in 2012 and 

focusses on storage facilities. The major player is Vitol, providing a current storage capacity 

of 1.2 mn cbm. According to Iskandar Malaysia, a final capacity of 3 mn cbm is targeted.17 

 

Tanjung Langsat: The development of this industrial park began in 1993. It primarily hosts 

companies in marine services, steel, oil field services and equipment, and specialty 

chemicals. The industrial complex is supported by a port which has oil storage facilities, as 

well as liquid and dry jetties. At present, the storage capacity lies at 820,000 cbm and is 

expected to expand to 2 mn cbm. 
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Pasir Gudang, the traditional industrial town is the location for firms providing offshore 

structures like Malaysia Marine and Heavy Engineering (MMHE) and KTL Offshore, and 

for chemical firms like AMTech. 

 

Pengerang Integrated Petroleum Project (PIPC): The PIPC is the current flagship 

project to foster downstream activities in Malaysia. Next to Melaka, Kertih and Gebeng, 

Pengerang is expected to be the next large petrochemical complex in the country. According 

to plans developed by the Johor Petroleum Development Corporation (JPDC), the US$27 

bn mega project will house oil refineries, naphtha crackers, chemical plants and oil storage 

and additional facilities. Other facilities that are already in operation include: liquefied 

natural gas import terminals; a regasification plant; a 1220 MW power plant; an air 

separation unit; and a raw water supply unit. Also, two major catalytic projects were 

committed in 2013: the Pengerang Deepwater Terminal (PDT) and the Refinery and 

Petrochemical Integrated Development (RAPID). 

 

Pengerang Deepwater Terminal (PDT), a joint venture between Dialog, Royal Vopak and 

S.S.I., is already in operation since 2014. A storage capacity of 1.3 mn cbm and six berths 

were built during the first phase of its development. Currently, the storage capacity is 

undergoing expansion of further 430,000 cbm for independent storage operators. In 

addition, storage capacity for the exclusive use of Petronas’ RAPID project will be 

commissioned in 2019. The Terminal also includes an LNG terminal and a regasification 

facility that are already in operation since 2017.18 19 

 

RAPID: Petronas is developing a refinery and a petrochemical integrated complex worth 

US$16 bn on an area of 2000 ha. It includes a crude oil refinery with a capacity of 300,000 

b/d, a naphtha cracker, and a petrochemical complex starting operation in Q1 2019. The 

petrochemical complex will produce 3.4 mtpa of differentiated and specialty chemicals like 

synthetic rubbers and high-grade polymers. The refinery, on the other hand, will produce 

gasoline and diesel and will supply feedstock for the petrochemical complex. In February 

2017, Saudi Arabian oil company, Aramco signed a share purchase agreement (SPA) for 

US$7 bn and assured 70 per cent of the crude oil supply to the refinery. To expand their 

downstream activities, Petronas has also signed five tentative partnership agreements to 

jointly develop, construct and operate production facilities in specialty chemical products. 

The partner companies include: ASITOCHU Cooperation of Japan; PTT Global Chemical 

from Thailand; Malaysia’s Dialog Group; Italy-based Versalis SpA; and Evonik Industries 

of Germany.20 

 

According to Pengerang’s development masterplan, further investments are expected. Next 

to the RAPID project, space has been reserved for three other large integrated projects, 

including: refinery and further downstream activities; a plastics and fine chemical park; an 

industrial park for medium and light industries; a logistics park; and a commercial service 

park.21 
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Figure 2: Oil and Gas Activities in Johor 

Source: Own illustration, based on: JPDC, 2016. “Oil and Gas in Johor”. Johor Bahru: Johor 

Petroleum Development Corporation Berhad. http://www.jpdc.gov.my/development/oil-and-gas-

in-johor/ <Accessed 29 January 2018>. 

 

 

CROSS-BORDER COOPERATION – WHAT NEXT? 

 

Over the course of forty years, Singapore has transformed into a world leading hub of the 

oil and gas industry. Johor, too, has ambitious plans to enter the oil and gas value chain. But 

so far, the success in the province has been limited to offshore equipment and storage 

facilities. After decades of heavy investment by the Singaporean state into industry specific 

infrastructure in transport and logistics and by multinational enterprises (MNEs) and local 

champions, a very efficient and competitive environment has emerged. As a result, Johor is 

finding it difficult to catch-up (or outcompete) its neighbour. This is particularly challenging 

because Singapore is far ahead in terms of business climate and institutional backing of 

MNEs and offering business functions related to infrastructure, technology, finance and 

trade. 

 

http://www.jpdc.gov.my/development/oil-and-gas-in-johor/
http://www.jpdc.gov.my/development/oil-and-gas-in-johor/
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However, given Singapore’s physical limitations and Johor’s improving economic policy 

environment, the latter has been able to attract investment from Singapore-based MNEs, 

especially for offshore equipment and storage. The strong investment interrelation between 

Johor with Singapore can be described as cross-border “strategic coupling”. Singapore and 

Johor are not only complementing each other, but the Singapore-based firms are also taking 

strategic advantage of the different factor endowments. Specifically, the large storage 

capacity in Johor enhances the competitiveness of the trading hub in Singapore. Similarly, 

the expansion of land-intensive offshore equipment manufactures in Johor allows firms in 

Singapore to optimize their operations in close spatial proximity. For Johor, the advantage 

lies in the fact that this expansion creates jobs and leads to overall economic development. 

 

The findings of this study suggest that Johor’s economic development so far has relied on 

rather generic assets – cheap labour and land. The question now arises whether partnership 

between Singapore and Johor is also possible in higher value-added activities, such as 

petrochemicals. Several interviewees have acknowledged Johor’s potential to attract 

investments in processing of oil and gas (downstream), especially in relation with the 

RAPID project. However, this strategic coupling will not happen automatically. This is 

because, first, long term investment requires trust in the institutional conditions. In this 

respect, Malaysia is still not considered a very “safe” place to do business. Second, in order 

to form a symbiotic relationship, Johor has to complement the strategic needs of Singapore-

based MNEs through more than mere provision of low-cost land and labour. Commitment 

by national and regional authorities in supporting the strategic coupling through own 

investment in education, training, and infrastructure will help in attracting investment in 

higher value-added activities. Third, external factors will also play a crucial role for the 

success of the Johor’s ambitious PIPC project. Oil and gas experts warn that there is already 

an overcapacity in refinery; so the central question is where the demand will come from. In 

addition, a lot depends on the decisions taken by MNEs that have already invested massively 

in Singapore. Only if these MNEs expand to Johor, provide capital, develop skills and share 

the market, can Johor successfully take-off. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The recent investment inflows to Singapore clearly underline the dominance and 

attractiveness of the city-state. Profiting from its proximity to Singapore, Johor has been 

able to position itself as a storage and off-shore equipment hub. However, until now, this 

expansion from Singapore has only covered lower value-added activities.  

 

With the Pengerang Integrated Petroleum Project, Malaysia aims to attract large 

investments into petrochemicals, and thus attract higher value activities in the downstream 

sector. At first sight, this mega-project looks like an attempt to outcompete Singapore. 

However, a detailed analysis makes it clear that the future success of this flagship project 

will depend on closer cross-border cooperation. Singapore-based multinational firms – with 

their expertise, financial background, and market access – will play a crucial role in turning 

Johor’s vision into reality.  
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